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The intent within the mining sector to tackle climate 
change and meet ambitious emissions targets would 
be doubted by few close to the industry. But this 
represents a huge challenge and will require miners 
to embrace technology, take risks and collaborate at 
previously unseen levels.

In May, Mining Journal teamed up with Shell and IBM to 
host two roundtables under Chatham House Rules with 
some 30 executives from major mining groups, service 
companies, industry associations, government and 
consultancies based across the Americas, Europe, Africa, 
Asia and Australia. The goal was to define the scope of 
the decarbonisation initiative in the mining industry 
today; determine which levers should be pulled first in 

its response to the climate challenge; test the appetite 
for a collaborative effort; and understand the role 
digitalisation could play in mining’s climate strategy.

To complement the process, Mining Journal surveyed 
its global readership in the two weeks leading into 
the roundtables with four questions asked separately 
and relating directly to those key areas of interest. 
That survey received a total of 1,012 unique 
responses across those four questions and the results 
are presented in the following pages.

The process overall revealed both current positions 
and future necessities for miners as they execute their 
climate strategies.

DECARBONISING 
THE MINING 
INDUSTRY

Image credit: Boliden

By Chris Cann

Current positions Future necessities
Major miners on track near-term: On the current 
trajectory of improving efficiencies, adoption of 
renewable off-grid solutions and haulage innovations, 
the industry could, with considerable effort, hit the 2030 
emission-reduction targets set by major miners.

Carbon neutrality out of reach: The 2050 emission 
targets, however, will require a complete departure from 
the way miners work and power themselves today.

Collaboration is on the rise: Collaboration among 
competitors and along the value chain is necessary to 
achieve both short and long-term goals. This is not a 
culture mining – or, for that matter, many other industries  
– has historically embraced; but this is changing.

Digital transformation is enabling change:  
Digitalisation is starting to provide transparency on 
emissions throughout the supply chain, which is crucial  
in building Scope 3 solutions. It is also enhancing 
operational efficiencies to ensure all low-hanging fruit  
is picked.

Invest today in tomorrow’s technology: A long-term view 
is needed to reach carbon neutrality. That means basing 
investment decisions on more than traditional metrics (net 
present value, internal rate of return etc) so the research and 
development programmes necessary to succeed in a world 
with increased carbon taxes and zero tolerance for poor 
climate performance are pushed forward.

Collaboration must continue to grow: Alternative 
collaborative models need to be established that bring 
complementary objectives and skills together, unique  
to different commodities and geographies. These 
consortia must be built with the muscle and mindset  
to tackle large issues.

Accelerate digital transformation: Digitalisation can 
provide the foundations for necessary innovation in both 
technology development and collaborative platforms.

All this at scale: Majors are showing leadership but 
progressive climate policy, innovation, and collaboration 
must infiltrate the whole mining sector and throughout 
the value chain.
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THE SCOPE OF DECARBONISATION

For the first time in recent history, the mining 
industry can look the world in the eye and say it is not 
behind the curve on a key global issue. 

The visible response to climate change from leading 
miners is aligned with targets laid down by the Paris 
Agreement and therefore the Science-Based Targets 
initiative, and in many cases is more ambitious than 
host jurisdictions. Antofagasta, the major miner to 
most recently update its public climate vision, has 
hit the previous targets set in 2018 two years early 
and raised the bar on its next set of milestones. The 
copper group is shooting to reduce Scope 1 and 
Scope 2 emissions by 30% by 2025 relative to a  
2020 baseline, and be carbon neutral by, or before, 
2050. A 58% majority of mining industry 
professionals surveyed by Mining Journal agreed or 
strongly agreed emissions targets being set by 
major miners were ambitious enough to meet the 
climate challenge.  

The upshot of setting ambitious targets is they will be 
hard to meet. If the focus until now has been on 
education and awareness, the emphasis from here 
must be on implementation and increasing the pace 
of change. 

The scale of this challenge is immense. 

Initially, major miners are reshaping portfolios to 
remove thermal coal, primarily, but also inefficient 
assets that are high emitters for the value produced. 
New projects that fall short of carbon benchmarks 
will not be progressed. Ruthless efficiencies have 
been chased ever since the industry was scolded for 
its capital excesses when the commodity cycle 
collapsed in late 2013; miners will continue chasing 
these but with a focus on emissions.

But efficiencies may pull back only a few 
percent in emissions per annum, while the 

disposal of assets from major miners seeking to 
‘green’ their portfolios may simply be picked up 

by smaller, less visible and opportunistic groups. 

Meanwhile, mines are getting deeper, the rocks 
are getting harder, and the grades are getting 

lower. Concerted efforts with existing tools will 
keep emissions steady, but to make reductions of 

some 30% by 2030 – roughly what companies have 
committed even if inconsistently reported regarding 
baselines and net versus absolute targets – will take 
substantial effort and investment in new 
technologies. To take on these innovation and 
technology projects, executives will have to change 
their approach to risk to acknowledge the very real 
threat of inaction, rather than simply evaluating 
investment returns. 

We are seeing investment in renewable energy  
for remote operations, and the number of miners 
using or trialling electric vehicles is growing, but  
not fast enough – only 16 operations globally were 
making meaningful steps toward electric fleets, 
according to the Mining Magazine Intelligence  
2020 Digitalisation Report. Politicians in many 
jurisdictions, concerned about losing popularity 
amongst the vocal green movement, are refusing  
to consider nuclear at any scale.

Miners also have the opportunity and responsibility 
to take a leading position in the developing  
world. Unlike many other sectors where operating 
bases are dictated by available support, cost and 
proximity to market, the mining industry is 
entrenched in an expansive melange of economies 
and communities enriched with mineral resources 
that cannot be relocated.

In many of these jurisdictions, major mining groups 
have a better understanding of the climate challenge 
and what’s necessary to meet that challenge than is 
true locally. This is particularly acute where 
governments have enforced local content 
requirements. Regulation in such places is usually 
insufficient or inappropriate, and even where it is 
serviceable it is inadequately enforced. 

Using the mining industry’s access to climate-
relevant information and best practice around 
measuring and monitoring emissions should  
help inform regulation; assist small local  
suppliers understand their own emissions and 
develop a climate strategy; and set an example  
for other miners.

“ The mining industry in 
developing nations is  
in a position to lead, 
rather than follow”

THE SCOPE OF 
DECARBONISATION
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THE SCOPE OF DECARBONISATION

ASSUMING VALUE-CHAIN RESPONSIBILITY

Touched on already is the challenge to be met to 
manage down Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions in line 
with internationally recognised targets. But while 
mining is a major contributor of direct, Scope 1 
emissions – the sector contributes 5-6% of global 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions – Scope 3 emissions 
can represent up to 98% of the emissions profile for 
an individual miner, particularly those in the steel 
value chain (steel production accounts for a further 
7% of global GHG emissions).

Scope 3 emissions are, by definition, beyond the 
direct control of a given industry and therefore most 
miners have, understandably, deferred setting 
targets. But not all companies have taken this view, 
and there is increasing pressure from investors to set 
climate strategies that cover the full value chain.

Vale and Glencore are the two majors to set Scope 3 
emissions targets. The upside to the risk in pegging 
their colours to the Scope 3 mast is that it should 
align all stakeholders. By putting a number on Scope 
3 emissions, people within the company have a 
tangible goal to chase and against which specific 
teams can be measured. Externally, customers and 
suppliers along the value chain will interpret this 
target as an invitation to collaborate.

What all agree on is the need for consistency in the 
way emissions are measured and reported in order to 
identify where the greatest efforts should be applied 
across the value chain. That is the essence of Scope 1, 
2 and 3 emissions; to make everyone accountable 
without ‘finger pointing’, and work collaboratively 
toward a solution. At the same time, a clearer picture 
would allow regulators to be more assertive. This is a 
work in progress. 

If major miners make the most of current technologies 
and smaller groups start to fall in line behind them in 
greater numbers, the industry should hit 2030 targets. 
But there is a step change required to achieve the 
ultimate goal of net decarbonisation by 2050. That 
means more investment in both technology and 
collaborative effort at scale. That collaboration should 
seek out competitors, suppliers, other sectors, and 
groups both up and down the value chain.

Emissions targets set by major miners  
are ambitious enough to meet the  
climate challenge

Percentage of mining industry versus  
all industry respondents who agree 
‘Sustainability and environmental 
protection are now core elements of 
business value’ 

“We mustn’t underestimate 
the scale of the  

challenge – it’s not  
going to come easily,  

but I believe it’s doable”

*  Unpublished data from "2021 CEO Study: Find your essential." IBM Institute for Business Value. February 2021.  
https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/institute-business-value/c-suite-study/ceo

Data from Mining Journal readership survey
Data from IBM ‘2021 CEO Study’; mining sample of 90  
and all industry sample of 3,000*
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https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/institute-business-value/c-suite-study/ceo
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The mining industry can take significant strides 
towards its GHG targets by just doing things better. 
Improving overall efficiencies was just as likely to be 
the key driver of near-term GHG reductions as off-grid 
fuel solutions, according to the Mining Journal survey. 
There are multiple reasons for this.

First, miners are already working on efficiencies. 
Capital discipline was a theme for the industry  
before momentum built around GHG targets and  
so augmenting efficiency programmes to focus  
more on reducing energy consumption doesn’t 
require material changes in budget or culture.

As such, efficiency programmes take little effort  
to get past investment committees often still 
focused on traditional metrics such as net present 

value and internal rate of return. These 
projects move forward quickly compared to 

large capital projects that attempt to progress 
off-grid renewable energy solutions; mobile 

fleets working off low-carbon fuels or batteries; 
or research and development into the next 

generation of climate-focused technologies.

Second, efficiency gains are inherently value 
accretive across the business but at the same time 

can contribute to projects that move the dial on 
climate strategies. When miners have emission 
targets, they have an internal cost of carbon and so 
decarbonation becomes a cost of doing business. 
Every tonne of GHG clawed back through efficiency is 
a tonne that can be removed from those large capex 
abatement projects. Smaller projects with smaller 
capital requirements are more likely to be approved. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, efficiency 
projects can build the culture within companies and 
across industry needed to meet ambitious GHG 
targets near-term, but particularly into the future. 

It’s tough for miners to change long-established 
habits, shift gears and push headlong into large-scale 

COMPLEMENTARY PRIORITIES

COMPLEMENTARY 
PRIORITIES

*  Unpublished data from “2021 CEO Study: Find your essential.” IBM Institute for Business Value. February 2021.  
https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/institute-business-value/c-suite-study/ceo

Mining All industries

Improve efficiency 1 1 Deliver better customer 
experiences

Increase sustainability
eq.

2 2 Improve efficiency

Improve distribution 
channels

eq.

2 3
Develop stronger customer 
relationships

Deliver better customer 
experiences 3 4 Deliver more innovation  

in business models

Develop stronger customer 
relationships 4 5 Increase sustainability

Which of the following represent your organisation’s highest priorities over the next 
two-to-three years?

Data from IBM ‘2021 CEO Study’; mining sample of 90 and all industry sample of 3,000*

https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/institute-business-value/c-suite-study/ceo
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COMPLEMENTARY PRIORITIES

climate projects. Smaller, efficiency-driven projects 
therefore represent a bridge for the industry from 
traditional thinking to a place where individuals 
within and around mining groups understand why 
climate programmes are crucial to the longevity of 
the company, and then seek to pursue increasingly 
ambitious climate projects. 

The more people aligned to this common goal, the 
greater pool of innovation from which companies can 
draw ideas. This deeper pool of innovation and 
cultural shift in climate ambition are necessary to 
drive collaboration and deliver that next-generation 
technology to move mining past 2030 targets and 
toward carbon neutrality.

Mining will need to milk every drop of efficiency  
out of its operations and build a more ambitious 
climate-aware culture capable of moving forward  
an increasingly number of projects that would  
have a material impact on emissions. There are  
two reasons for this.

First, large-scale investments in renewable, off-grid 
power solutions and advanced mobile fleet 

technologies are required to achieve 2030 targets. 
Second, advanced technology solutions such as 
carbon capture, utilisation and storage, and 
alternative fuels like green hydrogen may be a 
decade or more from becoming day-to-day realities 
on an industrial scale. 

The capital requirements for these projects represents 
risk for miners. That risk is too often outweighing the 
combined impact of attractive lower operating costs 
for renewable energy in the longer term, and punitive 
costs on carbon. This means too many large capex 
decarbonisation projects currently don’t progress 
past planning. 

In this sense, showing leadership on climate should 
be the industry’s first priority. There is an opportunity 

“Starting with operational 
efficiency gives people 

optimism and they start to 
ask what else can be done”

Image credit: MartinLisner 
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COMPLEMENTARY PRIORITIES

and responsibility to move these game-changing 
projects forward before miners are inevitability forced 
to by increasing investor pressure and punitive 
carbon taxing.

APPROACHES COULD CONTRAST 

Outlined so far is a general approach. Specific climate 
strategy needs to be tailored to consider commodity 
classes, location and the age of assets.

Coal is the greatest direct source of carbon from mined 
commodities and is doubly noxious because of fugitive 
methane. Meanwhile, aluminium is the greatest energy 
consumer. These commodities require concerted 
efforts to decarbonise beyond those necessary for 
most precious and base metal operations. 

The first step to decarbonising coal is banishing 
thermal coal from portfolios. Most large miners have 
taken this step and, with a growing number of 
investors ignoring fossil fuels completely, these 
operations will soon be limited to private and state 
portfolios. More difficult will be Scope 1 emissions 
from metallurgical coal mining, which feeds the steel 
industry. Here, underground mines are looking to 
research centres of excellence to progress 
technologies such as methane capture. There appear 
to be few prospects for decarbonising openpit mines, 
though miners and technology groups are looking.

Aluminium is unique in mining not only because of 
its energy profile but because it takes producers 
further down the value chain. Whereas miners 
typically sell a metal concentrate – or in the case of 
some bulk commodities the ore itself – aluminium 
producers start by mining bauxite and then refining 
the ore to extract alumina, which is smelted to make 
aluminium. For a diversified miner, the aluminium 
business can represent around 70% of group energy 
requirements and brings usually Scope 3 smelting 
emissions into Scope 1. For those miners, finding 
solutions for the aluminium business – such as the 
ELYSIS joint venture between Rio Tinto and Alcoa that 

“ It drives me crazy to the 
point of distraction that 
we only look at NPV  
when that is only part  
of the picture”

Image credit: Thomas321; big bucket wheel excavator in brown coal field, back lit, standing in front of orange sky, wind turbines in the background.
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COMPLEMENTARY PRIORITIES

Image credit: WSP

uses 100% hydropower for smelters in Canada – can 
result in radical shifts in the carbon profile.

It makes sense for miners to prioritise these areas 
where the largest gains can be made. They should also 
seek to educate policymakers who erroneously view 
miners as a collective so appropriate regulation and 
incentives can be focused on the potential for big wins.

Existing assets with limited mine lives will continue to 
have poor carbon profiles compared to modern 
operations built with GHG targets in mind. That issue is 
compounded by the difficulty building an investment 
case for aging assets. But older mines shouldn’t be 
neglected, and some miners have used existing sites to 
test technologies being considered for development 
projects, thus building a thorough business case ahead 
of large investments and giving geriatric mines a 
chance to improve their carbon profiles.

Meanwhile, gains will be easier or harder depending 
on location, with miners able to access a grid 
underwritten by renewable power sources such as in 
Chile or British Columbia starting well ahead of remote 
operations forced to use off-grid solutions. These 
nuances within industry must be acknowledged in 
both climate strategy and regulation.

The biggest reductions in emissions by 
2030 will come from innovations in:

Data from Mining Journal readership survey

Overall operational 
efficiency:
31%

Renewable  
off-grid solutions:
32%

Milling: 
10%

Mobile 
fleets:

27%
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Emissions targets both near and long-term will  
not be met without a broad collaborative effort  
at scale. Historically, this has not been a strong  
suit of the mining sector. But this is changing.  
Some 70% of mining professionals believe the 
industry has the collaborative spirit to bring  
supply chains and government together on 
emission-reduction schemes, according to the 
Mining Journal survey.

The shift in attitude toward collaboration is born out 
of necessity. As one executive from a major miner put 
it: “That burning platform is burning more than it ever 
has before.” The result has been the rise in joint 
ventures with unlikely bedfellows.

There is no better example of this than the Charge 
On Innovation Challenge being facilitated by 
industry association, Austmine, with head-to-head 
competitors BHP, Rio Tinto and Vale as the founding 
patrons. These miners will come together to support 
service companies and technology firms in 
developing climate-friendly solutions to large-
tonnage haulage, which can make up roughly 50% 
of mine-site emissions. So far, more than 150 firms 
have signed on. And these are not just mining 
services companies. Firms from the automotive, 
aerospace and defence industries are also involved. 
This is the first time competing miners have come 
together in this way.

The Charge On Innovation Challenge is potentially 
the leading example of miners putting a collective 
target ahead of competitive advantage, but there are 
others. The International Council on Mining & Metals 
recently convened a meeting of major miners and 
OEMs under its Cleaner, Safer Vehicles initiative (also 

focused on haul trucks), while this roundtable 
exercise was, in itself, an example of 

collaboration between media, miners, and cross 
industry service providers. 

These collective initiatives represent a changed 
attitude in the sector, which today promotes 

openness around health, safety and environmental 
data and learnings.

Yet, not all collaboration is by definition constructive. 
Major miners have come together on climate-related 
discussions previously assuming a common ground, 
only to find they are misaligned because of disparities 
between, mainly, commodity classes and locations.

To make the most of collaborative energies, miners 
should team up with peers who face similar 
challenges. Austmine, for example, is expecting to 
eventually have around 15 mining patrons for its 
Charge On Innovation Challenge, which would most 
practically also be groups that record a material 
percentage their emissions from heavy haulage.

Similarly, service company collaboration can be 
particularly productive when complementary  
skills sets are brought together; even better if  
the process can be facilitated and supported by  
a miner. A digitalisation specialist working with  
an automation firm to solve a specific problem  
for a miner with an existing operation on which  
to test potential solutions stands a strong chance  
of success.

Demands on Scope 3 emissions data from the 
investment community can drive collaboration up 
and down the value chain. Most major iron ore 
miners have formed relationships with steel mills to 
review the steel value chain and identify solutions to 
decarbonise the process, and we have already 
mentioned ELYSIS, which was partnered by Apple 
and supported by national and subnational 
governments in Canada.

Despite these positive changes, there are concerns 
collaborative efforts are restricted to the top of the 
industry. Few small miners or development groups 
have been included in these conversations. Large 
miners may reasonably ask what juniors would bring 
to the table, but by not actively encouraging them to 
join the discussion, majors are shooting themselves 
and their cause in the foot on two fronts.

First, every asset that doesn’t align with the 
decarbonisation effort and is therefore dropped 
from a major portfolio will be picked up by a smaller 
group without clear climate strategies and with 

WE’RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER

WE’RE ALL IN  
THIS TOGETHER

“ Around 40% of emissions 
are from transport. You 
have to hunt where the 
ducks are and the ducks 
are in transport”
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fewer resources to throw at emission reduction. So, 
without shared values, the industry as a whole 
could, theoretically, become dirtier as the majors 
become cleaner. 

Second, the junior and mid-tier space made up of 
some 2,000 companies from a listed world of around 
2,100 has traditionally acted as the development 
pipeline for the majors. If large miners are to only 
progress projects that meet strict emissions 
standards, they had better tell those smaller groups 
what those standards look like.

POLICY POTENTIAL

The role of government in this process is as a 
facilitator of collaboration. In some places, this is 
being done commendably. In others, particularly the 
developing world, access to information can prove a 
barrier to effective regulation and policy, which must 
be addressed before governments can attempt to 
facilitate constructive collaboration.

Canada stands out as jurisdiction that is balancing its 
use of incentives and deterrents well. It is regulating 
in line with its national emissions targets, which are 
more ambitious than international benchmarks. To 
meet its targets, it is investing on two levels.

First, it is making direct investments into mining 
operations that contribute positively to reducing 
emissions, such as Newmont’s Borden electric  
mine in Ontario. Second, it is establishing  
centres of excellence to deliver commercial 
solutions for increased use of green fuels. Other 
well-resourced first-world governments could  
look to Canada for inspiration.

For emerging economies that lean on international 
institutions such as the World Bank for guidance on 
climate policy, miners should focus their collaborative 
efforts directly on these institutions, rather than local-
level politicians. 

Mining has the collaborative spirit to 
bring supply chains and government 
together:

WE’RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER

“We’ve definitely seen  
a shift in attitude and  

it’s because the  
burning platform is 

burning more than it  
ever has before”

*  Unpublished data from Dickson, David, Gaurav Garg, Wilco Kaijim, Spencer Lin, and Pritam Pritu. “Digital transformation at scale  
for industrial products: Three actions for enterprise-wide change.” IBM Institute for Business Value. September 2020.  
https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/institute-business-value/report/transformation-industrial-products

Data from Mining Journal readership survey
Data from IBM report ‘Digital transformation at scale for 
industrial products’; mining sample of 100*
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Report continued on page 16
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Accelerating the digital transformation can help 
mining scale-up early climate success stories

The influence of climate change and broader 
environment, social and governance (ESG) pressures are 
transforming the mining industry. So far, major miners 
have moved with these influences reasonably well but if 
this transformation is to be completed and rolled out 
over the wider sector, miners must better understand 
how to harness digital technology, according to IBM 
global managing director for the energy, resources and 
manufacturing industries, Manish Chawla.

He said there were two sides to the ESG wave 
consuming the mining industry.

“On one side, you have a lot of external pressure that 
has resulted in, for example, management changes at 
Rio Tinto after the Juukan Gorge disaster and the 
divestment of coal assets. 

“But on the flip side, there is a huge opportunity. The 
minerals required for building the electric vehicle 
ecosystem and sustainable infrastructure must come 
from mining.” 

Both phenomena drive transformation, but the effect 
on the mindset of miners is different. 

“In the former, you’re taking action because somebody 
told you to do it. With the latter, it is because you can 
see an opportunity for improved profitability – that’s 
far more powerful,” Chawla said.

Wanting to transform the mining industry is one 
thing. But driving the innovations and technology 
developments required to achieve that is something 
else altogether. 

One way to think about the necessary transformative 
efforts is as horizons of change that need to move 
forward together.

Horizon one would be simply using less energy by 
improving efficiency. Horizon two would be 
expanding existing technologies to industrial scale. 
Horizon three would centre on collaboration across 
the full value chain to drive the innovative thinking 
and technology investment necessary to address 
Scope 3 emissions.

Understanding digital
There are examples that show the mining industry is 
culturally capable of executing across all three horizons. 
Data continues to drive improved decision making at 
leading operations to increase efficiency. Electric fleets 
are being established at a growing number of mines. 
Blockchain technology is bringing together value chains 
in key metal sectors such as aluminium and cobalt to 
establish responsible sourcing platforms.

“Things are happening in pockets,” Chawla 
acknowledged, but not at scale. 

He said digitalisation could unlock the path to 
replicating these isolated cases across the industry 
and the value chain with a greater focus on those 
collaborative efforts in the third horizon most likely to 
deliver meaningful change. This could be achieved by 
understanding and investing in the foundations of 
digital infrastructure and adopting more of a 
technology mindset to innovation. These were the 
two fundamental agents for scale. 

“The foundations are the data fabric,” Chawla said. 

“This requires proper governance around the data 
being captured and the connectivity across the 
industry so it can be organised and shared. It requires 
cyber security to protect that foundation. And it needs 
to incorporate what we call `technical debt´ to manage 
the limitations where groups have 20-year-old systems. 

“When you ask about digitalisation, miners will point 
to a cherry on top – a use case in isolation – but they 

MANISH CHAWLA

New skills needed  
to meet climate 
challenge
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are ignoring that it’s not sitting on anything 
substantial. That foundation doesn’t exist except at 
newer sites and so sector-wide investment in new 
systems and equipment at older mines is essential.”

The second agent for scale is change management 
and embedding technology into how miners work. 

“You can apply sensors to a truck or throughout a 
plant but if you’ve not changed the way that data is 
used and acted upon, you’re not going to get the 
outcome you’re looking for,” Chawla said. “If you’re 
equipping someone with a mobile device that can 
alert them to an action that should be taken, you 
have to think about the easiest way for that person to 
receive that message and action it.” 

He called this ‘intelligent workflows’: thinking of the 
work process with the user in mind; the information 
they need to take action; and making that process as 
easy as possible. This approach accepts imperfection 
and encourages experimentation. 

“The user experience needs to follow a very different 
model that an engineering-centric industry like mining 
doesn’t have the culture for,” he said. “It’s adopting the tech 
culture of being agile and putting the user at the centre. 

“We call that our ‘garage methodology’: innovate 
quickly, drop code quickly then constantly changing 
whatever needs to be changed based on user feedback.” 

That’s completely different from how you handle 
foundational work, but both are equally important. 

Miners need intelligent workflows using a garage 
methodology to drive ideas from proof of concept to 
production, then to widescale adoption, while 
maintaining agility. At the same time, there has to be 
a concerted effort to build out the foundations on 
which the delivery of those innovations depends.

Chawla said  transformation at this scale could not be 
achieved by individual groups and digitalisation should 
be harnessed to build more sophisticated collaborative 
models. He cited the Open Group OSDU Forum that 
delivers an “open source, standards-based, technology-
agnostic data platform for the energy industry that 
stimulates innovation, industrialises data management, 
and reduces time to market for new solutions”. This is an 
example to which miners should aspire. The OSDU 
platform was set up to make sure oil and gas companies 
could share data across functional and organisational 
silos to measure progress and improvement, which is 
crucial when the problem is so complex. That helped 
standardise information across the value chain.

Asked where he’d like to see the mining industry in 
two years’ time, Chawla said “clear evidence” of 
collaborative platforms being built with “direction 
and at scale” was crucial. That would require investing 
not just money, but time and energy. 

And second, he asked for collaboration and 
investment to build the digital foundations and 
address the technical debt to give miners and the 
whole value chain the data standardisation and 
visibility to tackle climate challenges.

*  Unpublished data from Dickson, David, Gaurav Garg, Wilco Kaijim, Spencer Lin, and Pritam Pritu. “Digital transformation at scale for 
industrial products: Three actions for enterprise-wide change.” IBM Institute for Business Value. September 2020 
https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/institute-business-value/report/transformation-industrial-products

What return on investment has your 
enterprise achieved with your digital 
investment in the past year?

How important are digital initiatives to the 
success of your organisation?

Data from IBM report ‘Digital transformation at scale for 
industrial products’; mining sample of 100*

Data from IBM report ‘Digital transformation at scale for 
industrial products’; mining sample of 100*
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But there is plenty of work to do in building  
up cooperation at a meaningful scale to  
tackle climate change

Such is the magnitude of the climate challenge, 
miners have no alternative but to collaborate within 
industry and along the value chain to pursue the 
transformative technologies necessary to reach 2050 
carbon-neutral targets, according to Shell Lubricants 
global marketing vice president Carol Chen.

“If you look at all the solutions being applied to 
address climate change in mining today, they’re not 
going to get us to that ultimate goal – they just 
won’t,” she said. “Either the cost structures don’t work, 
or the technologies can only be pushed so far before 
you start getting diminishing returns.” 

This is true of most industries, including oil and gas. 
Shell’s response will be to invest $2-3 billion each year 
into its Renewables and Energy Solutions business. 
Something proportionately similar will be required of 
major miners.

“We’re looking at moon shots; something well 
beyond current technologies that can bridge the 
gap between where we are and where we need to 
be to meet the goals of the UN Paris Agreement,” 
Chen said. 

“You’re not going to be able to do that in a year of 
development, or on your own. It requires a long-term 
commitment in partnership with traditional 
competitors, government, suppliers and customers 
using appropriate collaboration models.” 

It’s a tough ask for miners – which have not 
traditionally felt it necessary to collaborate beyond 
the odd joint venture with a supplier or customer – to 
establish effective collaborative models from scratch. 
That is why looking to other sectors, where 
experimentation with collaborative structures has 

delivered working models, could fast-track 
collaboration in mining.

Chen pointed to two projects in which Shell was 
involved as examples miners could consider when 
looking to establish collaborative platforms. 

The first case study highlights the importance of 
focusing on a specific, large-scale goal and bringing 
together appropriate partners from industries and 
geographies leveraged to that end goal.

The ‘H2Accelerate’ initiative aims to decarbonise heavy-
duty trucking in Europe by replacing fossil fuels with 
hydrogen and is a collaboration between Shell, OMV, 
Daimler, Volvo and IVECO, in concert with European 
Commission Green Deal objectives. The first five-year 
phase will establish hydrogen-fuelled fleets in regional 
clusters and along European high-capacity corridors, 
supported by good refuelling station coverage. In a 
subsequent phase to 2030, these clusters will be 
interconnected to build a pan-European network. 

“The whole idea is to come together to pool not just 
funding, but to collaborate and drive hydrogen at 
scale by working together on business models, 
measuring progress and on what is needed to make 
the plans a reality,” Chen said.

The second example starts with a high-level 
conversation supported by appropriate industry 
leaders that can action the practical outcomes. 

Shell and fellow founding business champions last year 
took the huge challenge of decarbonising aviation to 
the World Economic Forum (WEF). The setting reflected 
the immensity of the global problem and number of 
industries and policymakers that would need to support 
action. The resulting ‘Clean Skies for Tomorrow Coalition’ 
is led by the WEF in collaboration with the Rocky 
Mountain Institute and Energy Transitions Commission, 
and is supported by industry and governments.

CAROL CHEN

Proven collaborative 
models provide  
head start
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“This was probably the only way to get that coalition 
between governments, airports, airlines, big OEMs and 
suppliers to accelerate decarbonisation,” Chen said. 

“In practice, this looks like a very high-level 
conversation that has the potential to amount to very 
little, but underneath that it has the pillars of 
government, airlines, and suppliers who are all 
committed to taking the desired outcomes and 
applying them at an operational level.” 

Bringing it back to mining
Mining has made a start in building supplier and 
customer partnerships into larger collaborative 
efforts, which incorporate competitors and penetrate 
further along the value chain. Prime examples of this 
are the OREN digital marketplace created by Shell and 
IBM, which aims to drive collaborative solutions to 
accelerate digital transformation in mining and 
already has 150 providers; and the Charge On 
Innovation Challenge, which is bringing together 
traditional competitors reliant on heavy haulage and 
partnering them with technology providers from 
multiple sectors with a goal of decarbonising 
haulage. That initiative is facilitated by industry 
association, Austmine.

But much more must be done and there will be 
resistance on the road to true scale in collaboration. For 
a start, Shell initially experienced scepticism when 
approaching groups along the value chain for 
collaborative projects because those parties had trouble 
viewing an oil and gas company as a sustainability 
partner. Miners are likely getting a similar response.

Chen said the key to scaling collaborative efforts was 
getting top-level buy-in across industry. So far, that 
buy-in is inconsistent.

“In mining, we see a real mix in attitudes at the top,” 
she said. “Some are pioneering and leading this 
conversation, but some are still reserved; they 
recognise the importance of decarbonisation, but it 
could be that it doesn’t fit in with this year’s priorities 
or they haven’t got the capital to allocate to really 
embrace it, yet.”

Chen said this was natural for any industry and 
suggested broader alignment would happen quickly 
once isolated decarbonisation projects delivered 
benefits for pioneering groups.

“These projects reduce costs and motivate employees,” 
she said. “When more reserved companies see the 
rewards smaller decarbonisation projects can deliver 
and the success of modest collaborative projects, they 
will more readily get on board with investment and 
energy, rather than just rhetoric.”

Chen also encouraged those leading miners yet to 
publish Scope 3 targets to take that next step.

“To show they are serious about decarbonisation, 
companies need to set targets for Scope 1, 2 and 3,” 
she said. “Scope 1 and 2 targets are good, but they’re 
not good enough. 

“We have short-term and long-term targets at Shell 
over Scope 1, 2 and 3 that are cascaded to all P&Ls 
and are connected to senior staff remuneration. That 
makes me look at the different technologies, 
investments and marketing needed beyond my core 
area to hit these targets – including the willingness of 
customers and suppliers to decarbonise.”

Such commitment would be a huge leap for major 
miners. But one that must be taken.

Image credit: Shell 
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It would be wrong to place the responsibility for 
meeting the climate challenge at the feet of the 
technology sector, but digitalisation must play a key 
role. More than 70% of respondents to the Mining 
Journal survey either agreed or strongly agreed miners 
needed to accelerate their digital transformation if 
they were going to be successful in meeting targets.

Granted, it will be collaboration around technology 
areas largely focused on fuel switching that will move 
the dial meaningfully in terms of emission reduction. 
However, digitalisation can be viewed as the foundation 
on which much of the physical technology will be based 
in an increasingly electrified world, and data as the 
cornerstone of effective collaboration at all levels.

There are fundamental areas where digitalisation is 
already making a difference. The availability of data 
from a variety of tools, systems and equipment is 
unrecognisable compared to even half a decade ago. 
And, so, the focus has shifted in the past few years  
from data gathering to making better use of the data 

collected to inform decisions – in real time, 
where possible – across both administrative  

and operational functions. This drives efficiencies 
and both the survey and feedback from the 

roundtables suggest, while this has some way to 
travel, it is moving in the right direction. 

Collaborative projects such as the Charge On 
Innovation Challenge incorporate digitalisation to 

bring groups together and present information, while 
tools like digital twins can help with proof-of-concept 
studies to successfully make investment cases that 
might otherwise fall over on an NPV basis. The collection 
and filtering of data is also what drives the automation 
of operations and some electric-vehicle systems. 

An area rarely focused on is the use of data to better 
understand a reserve base to facilitate precision 
mining. Simply taking less out of the ground at the 
start of the process feeds efficiencies through the rest 
of the process all the way to the mine gate. These 
applications will grow and improve.

The key to effective digitalisation is in standardising 
the way data is collected, reported and 
communicated across the industry and through the 
value chain. Presently, most miners report on their 
GHG emissions either because of regulations or 
investor pressure. But how data are collected and 
processed is inconsistent. The way miners report is 
also different to others in the value chain.

This is an area in which policy and industry bodies 
can help by facilitating standardisation across sectors. 
Digitalisation will be most powerful when it can build 
multi-stakeholder platforms with information from 
and for regulators, peers and different players in the 
value chain. Collaborative projects targeting specific 
challenges, will benefit from shared, consistent data 
on a single platform.

Consistent, trustworthy and accessible data would 
drive two other benefits. First and foremost, it would 
bring more transparency into the value chain so 
companies could see exactly where the greatest 
effort is needed and therefore concentrate 
collaborative efforts on joint improvements. Second, 
that visibility over the value chain could extend  
to the ultimate end users of mined products in 
communities, where transparency is no longer 
something that is ‘nice to have’, but is demanded.

Much of the conversation around digitalisation is 
centred on use cases – the end result of digitalisation 
technologies. This is natural. But to introduce 
digitalisation across the mining sector at the scale 

LET’S GET DIGITAL

LET’S  
GET DIGITAL

Image credit: Boliden

Report continued from page 11
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The speed of digitalisation must increase  
to meet near-term emission targets:

Effect of digital investment in mining  
over the past three years on:

LET’S GET DIGITAL

necessary to drive major gains, the conversation 
needs to shift back a step to focus on the facilitating 
infrastructure.

The path to scaling digitalisation and delivering these 
use cases across the industry rests on foundational 
connectivity and cyber security – that represents 
about 80-90% of the work. The use cases that 
dominate the conversation represent the remaining 
10-20% of the battle. How this fundamental 
connectivity and the use cases come together as 
appropriate tools at the fingertips of the end user is 
also key. But it is that basic foundation – and the 
quality of data within – that must be adequate if the 
benefits of digitalisation are to be achieved at scale.

WORK TO DO

There is concern around the time taken to achieve 
digitalisation at scale to provide new tools for 
addressing climate change.

First, half of the world is not even close to delivering 
that foundation of connectivity required to deliver 
end-use solutions to current challenges, yet mining 
by nature is a global business. When policymakers 
and industry groups are regulating and making plans 
for emission-reduction programmes, they must be 
cognisant that an over reliance on digital technology 
may leave a substantial part of the world behind.

Second, setting up the foundations will rely partly on 
data made available only through regulation and 
many of the collaborative efforts will rely on miners 
themselves and their value-chain participants to 
make available more proprietary data. Mining’s 
newfound collaborative spirit will be tested.

Data sharing will be needed to tap evolving digital 
technologies, principally artificial intelligence and then 
machine learning. These processes require vast amounts 
of specific data. For example, the performance of a given 
haul truck in a type of operation or location. No single 
company will have this information at the scale required 
for AI processes and so it will need to be pooled across 
the industry – potentially through a digital platform, and 
preferably one with input from multiple vendors.

All of this is achievable, from widespread efficiencies 
and an increase in large capital technology and 
innovation projects, to collaboration at scale and an 
acceleration of industry digitalisation. The bodies are 
able – time will tell if the minds are truly willing.

*  Unpublished data from Dickson, David, Gaurav Garg, Wilco Kaijim, Spencer Lin, and Pritam Pritu. “Digital transformation at scale  
for industrial products: Three actions for enterprise-wide change.” IBM Institute for Business Value. September 2020.  
https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/institute-business-value/report/transformation-industrial-products

“Data sharing and that 
interoperability  

around data standards 
becomes crucial”

Data from Mining Journal readership survey
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